A demonstrated interest in and commitment to your pathways course direction
(briefly describe your interests and activities that support your passions in pursuing this pathway).

As described above, I am passionate about my chosen pathway and have engaged in activities that support this interest. I have volunteered at a local gardening club and have also conducted research on sustainable farming practices. I believe these experiences will enrich my learning in this pathway.

Note: Either use the following spaces or prepare your own using these headings and attach to the application form.
A demonstrated positive attitude towards learning, school and study, including academic merit or in other training

(we will read closely your school reports to find evidence of this, but you may have other information you think we should know about to support your attitude to learning)

Participation in a range of co-curricular activities both in and out of school

(include school and community group involvement, relevant work experience or work, your interest and skills, participation in relevant shows, competitions or clubs)

A willingness to join with and build an Urrbrae school and community spirit

(include how you will get involved in programs and clubs at Urrbrae and how you can contribute as a good citizen and member of the Urrbrae Community)